
National Nurses United (NNU)—A National Voice with National Power

As we close in on Oct. 1 and the historic vote on the MNA affiliation with the new national nurses 
union, more members are becoming enthusiastic about this historic opportunity to change nursing 
history. This publication includes a variety of statements by MNA members from throughout the 

Commonwealth about why they support the national and intend to vote yes on Oct. 1. We invite you to 
read through these statements and to visit the MNA web site at www.massnurses.org to view detailed 
information about this issue. 

As a nurse, my most important tool in caring for my patients is my voice. My patients depend on me to speak up when 
something is wrong and to keep on speaking until things are made right. I owe it to my patients, my family and my profession to 
participate in the historic discussions going on now in Washington. We have an unprecedented opportunity to join our voices 
with nurses across the country who, just like us, do the hands on work every day. And while everyone is feeling the pinch of the 
current economy, this is a reasonable investment with immediate and long term benefits. MNA has been around since 1903. 
Every day I experience the benefits of the work and vision of all those nurses who came before me. It's my turn to step up.

As an MNA member in Region 1 and a nurse for 37 years, I think the Super Union is a good thing. More people, louder voices, 
greater strength in larger numbers of nurses all doing and fighting for the same goals.

As a nurse working in behavioral health, I know that policies and issues related to mental health are often debated and decided 
on the national level, and as such, I want to make sure direct care nurses can participate in and shape those debates. I support 
this national union because it will protect my interest and the interests of my patients. 

I am so excited about the convention and participating in the debate for the new national nurses union and feel I will be 
participating in a truly historic event for nurses and the future of nursing in America. I liken the excitement surrounding the 
formation of a national organization of staff nurses to what it must have been like to be in Seneca Falls in 1848 for the National 
Women's Rights Convention. 
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A National Voice with National Power

I am very excited about the fact that we at the MNA will be there at the very beginning of this new organization and will be able 
to guide and shape the development of the policies pursued by the new national. As bedside nurses we know what needs to 
happen with nursing practice and patient safety and we understand the need to increase access to healthcare for all. Through 
this national we will have a voice in all these decisions. 

As a long time MNA member who proudly participated in the vote to disaffiliate from the ANA back in 2001, I have been waiting 
for the opportunity for MNA to affiliate with a national union that would truly represent nurses' interests nationally. That 
moment has arrived, and with it we have the opportunity to change health care and nursing in America. I urge my colleagues to 
vote yes for the new national on Oct. 1. 

I want bedside nurses to have a true voice in healthcare. The difference between life and death for many patients depends on 
the front line nurses ability to truly advocate for them. I feel we can best accomplish this goal by forming a national nurses 
union. Ours is a profession of great honor and responsibility. The time is now for nurses to unite for the safety of our patients.

School nurses tend to think of themselves as very isolated, but when they come together under the umbrella of the MNA and 
when they come together under the umbrella of the new national organization, there is a powerful organization behind them 
and they will have the opportunity to make significant changes in health policy to benefit them, their families and the children 
they care for.

The prospect of actually being able to bring a national nurses union to fruition is extremely exciting. It's time for the voice of the 
bedside nurse to be heard on the national front. This is a wonderful opportunity for us to join our sister and brother nurses 
across the country in order to further the interests of our patients and our profession. I am also very excited about the potential 
to create a multi-employer pension for all nurses who are a part of this union. I can't wait to be able to vote YES! on October 1 at 
Convention. I encourage all of my fellow MNA nurses to do the same.

I can see now that in joining the new national we, as men and women, could make a huge difference. So many voices will be 
deafening in Washington D.C! We can have the same lobbying power as the American Hospital Association, ANA, and the large 
pharmaceutical companies. So, yes, I am fired up! We need to be proactive and take charge of our futures. We need people who 
will speak for us, the bedside nurse; not the nurse administrators (management), not the CEO's of our hospitals. We have the 
chance, now seize this moment. 

The impact of the National Nurses Union cannot be overstated. Unified direct care nurses, mobilized across the United States, 
will give us a very powerful voice on issues critical to our practice and security. I am so excited to be part of this historic vote and 
all that we will accomplish together! 

We staff nurses need a national voice. The ANA speaks for management positions and its time we had an organization, like 
National Nurses United, to speak for nurses at the bedside. 

I am in total support of the National Union because it is so exciting to think that as a bedside nurse the real nuts and bolts of 
what WE are passionate about will be represented for us in Washington. For all the years we were represented by the ANA, 
knowing they are all part of management, made me realize just how far apart they are from us on issues. I also realize that in 
this economy, the dues increase for some will be of concern. I like the fact that by MNA going into the National Union at this 
time, and being one of the leaders, I feel we will be listened to for any changes or increases in future dues. And, if for any reason 
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it does not work out, I love that we have the right to disaffiliate with the National with just a 30 day notice - unlike the nightmare 
with the ANA.

By forming the new national nurses union we finally realize perhaps the most important goal of the MNA since leaving the ANA. 
Now more than ever it is important to influence labor policy at the national level by reforming the NLRA and passing the 
Employee Free Choice Act. By joining this new union we can participate in and influence this important debate. 

The formation of National Nurses United is phenomenal. The power of coast to coast representation in our nation's capitol cannot 
be matched by individual state unions. Voting to join this "super union" is needed now to secure the future of nursing. 

A national union is an investment in safe nursing practice and safe patient care. I am proud, as an MNA member, to support the 
development of a national union. Together we can make a difference and be a unified voice that will be heard.

When President Obama looks to nurses for their opinions and positions on issues related to patient safety or health care reform, I 
want him to be talking to direct care nurses, those of us who are on the frontlines who know what works and doesn't work for our 
patients and our communities. I want the President and Congress to hear my voice, and that is why I am urging all MNA members 
to support the formation of National Nurses United – a national voice for nurses that will make a difference for all of us. 

I do believe we need to join forces with other frontline RNs in order to create the organization of a larger voice. We need to fix so 
many of the problems in healthcare. With the formation of a National we will be defending not only our profession but more 
importantly protecting our patients. This will be better accomplished with large numbers and unity. Speaking together with a 
clear message from state to state I believe is exactly what creating the National Nurses Union will do and I will be voting YES! 

It is time for us to have a national voice which advocates for issues important to front line nurses -- safe patient handling, safe 
patient ratios, and prevention of workplace violence. It is time to have the strength of numbers to work to be recognized as a 
powerful advocate for health care reform. It is time to have a voice in the decision-making process for policies which affect our 
practice. It is time to be fully recognized as the voice for those who cannot speak for themselves. The time is now to stand 
together as one voice for our profession and our patients.

On October 1, I will have the opportunity to make my voice heard in support of the National Nurses Union. I am voting a 
resounding YES to this union. Why? I want my voice heard Nationally because I am not "just a nurse". I am a professional who 
advocates and cares for patients and their families every day, especially those who can't speak for themselves. I am a professional 
who advocates for my fellow nurses who have a right to work in a non-hostile, physically safe environment while they deliver 
care. I want a National voice to advocate for these nurses and the patients and families in their care. We need a national voice to 
ensure a work environment that is physically safe and free from unreasonable working conditions. In order to deliver the best 
care possible to our patients we need to continue the forward movement of our nursing profession. Our voices together as one 
will be heard. It is time for a National Voice. Vote Yes. 

I am voting YES for the National. Thinking back, I believe my first experience of activism with the MNA was back with the 
disaffiliation from the ANA, a National organization that did not share the views and vision of the frontline RN. I also remember 
that our plan was to join a National organization of frontline, direct care RNs. The time is now! I am excited that the MNA is not 
just joining but will be creating this organization. Let's not wait. In the words of Horace Mann, a famous Massachusetts social 
reformer and educator: “Let us not be content to wait and see what will happen but give us the determination to make the right 
things happen.”
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I am in support of the national nurses union, and will vote yes. If we move forward with the National Union there will be an 
enormous number of bedside nurses that legislators will have to contend with! We could make historical strides for the care that 
we deliver! I tell the members on my unit who have issues with delivery of quality patient care, why wouldn't you vote yes! Your 
issues and concerns are the same as those of bedside nurses across the nation! Again, historically, one voice may not be heard 
yet thousands cannot be ignored!!!

My nursing career has spanned several decades during which time I have witnessed much progress in the delivery of Healthcare. 
After fighting for numerous changes to provide safe and adequate care for all patients, we need to take advantage of an 
unprecedented opportunity by joining the National Nurses Union. We will finally have a huge collaborative voice that most 
certainly will be heard and heeded. There is strength in unity; for the sake of our patient's lives and our own livelihood we must 
support this endeavor for survival. If a member of my unit felt uncertain about voting for the passage of the National Nurses 
Union, I would encourage them to consider all the problems that have frustrated us for as long as I can remember. If we are to 
attain a strong and unified presence and be recognized for our significant role in providing the very best in nursing care to all 
patients, it is imperative that we support this effort to unite nurses nationwide.

I believe there is strength in numbers. History has shown us that in many areas. As a National Nurses Union we will have a much 
more commanding voice that will speak to our professional issues –healthcare, safe staffing, safe working conditions and so 
many more. We want, and need, our nurses on the home front to be our decision makers and make sure we are heard. I am 
voting YES.

We in Massachusetts are not alone in this fight for safe staffing, and providing good patient care. Everyone I have spoken to, 
whether it has been from Michigan, Minnesota, Nevada, Pennsylvania or Texas, all have our patients' best interests at heart. So it 
makes sense to all band together. Working together we can move mountains.

I am voting yes on Oct. 1 to join National Nurses United as I want to be part of this history making event. Finally staff nurses will 
be coming together as one strong force for change. Nurses united will have power, solidarity and together we can prevail.

Massachusetts we are not alone! Nurses across the country are struggling with: safe staffing, health care reform and patient 
advocacy issues. State by state nurses strive to solve these issues against great odds. Why fight the fights alone? Together with 
our brothers and sisters across the country as a united front we can do great things for our state and our nation? but most 
importantly for our profession, our practice and our patients.

As a nurse working at a facility in the Merrimack Valley, I see great benefit in joining the new national nurses union because of its 
ability to increase the organizing of nurses in non union states, like New Hampshire, where their low wages are used by our 
management to hold ours down. When more nurses are unionized we all reap the benefits in better pay and practice conditions.

As a nurse who works at a facility that depends heavily on funding from the federal government, I want to have a say in 
Washington on how that funding is allocated so that my patients get the care they deserve. That’s why I am supporting MNA’s 
affiliation with National Nurses United.
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We know we are getting pounded every day at work, by a system that no longer respects our voice. As direct care givers we have 
seen our input marginalized by administrative interests. Our professional knowledge has taken a back seat to financial interests. I 
believe we need to join with as many nurses as we can through National Nurses United to put pressure on this system as it is 
clear that only by forcing them to do the right thing will positive changes be made.

Nursing has been under siege long enough by hospital administrations and the nurses of the MNA and across this nation need to 
take advantage of this and every possible resource available to provide themselves with the voice and power necessary to take 
back their practice and advocate for themselves and their patients. 150,000 voices strong will be a definite step in the right 
direction and the dues increase is only a small investment for a better tomorrow for all. 

These days it can seem that we are overworked, under-appreciated, and at times disrespected. But here we are, taking control, 
standing up for ourselves, each other and our patients. I am reminded of Caroline Kennedy's remarks at Ted's service at the 
Library - she said that we know what to do and how to do it, we always did, it was just that he always did it for us...now we need 
to go out and do it. Well now, in forming National Nurses United, we are. 

The policy decisions that impact funding for home care services and my practice are often made in Washington, D.C., and right 
now we don't have a strong voice to ensure my practice and my patients are protected. I am voting for this new national to 
ensure that the voice of direct care nurses is heard and listened to in our nation's capitol. 

As a home care nurse, I remember how our industry was devastated in the 1990s by provisions of the Balanced Budget Act, 
where decisions were made in Washington that resulted in the closure of many home care agencies and cuts in services to home 
care clients. At that time, ANA was the voice of nursing and they were asleep at the switch when these decisions were made. I 
support this new national nurses union because I want to make sure we have a real voice with real power in Washington to 
protect our patients and our practice. 

We can't solve the problems we face every day in our practice here in Massachusetts alone. We need this national union so that 
staff nurses are representing the interests of staff nurses and not hospital administrators or the ANA. 

I had the honor of attending the CNA/NNOC convention in San Francisco. I was inspired, motivated and in awe of my fellow 
nurses from across our country. It is our right to have a voice for bedside nurses. As a member of our national union we can 
mobilize and help our peers who are crying out for help to unionize. We can have a unified voice to help us help our patients. We 
can help our individual union, with the help of colleagues nationwide. The time is now for NNU.

I attended the California Nurses Association convention where we watched their membership vote to approve participation in 
our new national union. We left our hearts in San Francisco, but we're bringing home a commitment to a national voice for our 
nurses and our patients! NNU now!
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A National Voice with National Power

The decision on whether to join National Nurses United as a founding partner is one of 

the most important decisions that members of the Massachusetts Nurses Association 

have ever had to make. It compares in magnitude to the decision made in the 1960's to 

engage in collective bargaining on behalf of rank and file nurses, to the decision made in 

the mid-1980's to insulate the Association's collective bargaining program from the 

influence of supervisors on the Board of Directors, and to the decision made early in this 

decade to disaffiliate from the American Nurses Association. The beneficial consequences 

of those earlier decisions have been profound; the consequences of the decision on 

whether to join National Nurses United will, for better or worse, be equally profound. 

Without qualification, MNA's participation in National Nurses United at this time is a 

natural and important step that it needs to take to preserve and expand its role as the 

voice and advocate for registered nurses in Massachusetts. 
There can be no doubt that MNA's success as a collective bargaining agent for nurses 

throughout Massachusetts has been the single most important factor in the growth of compensation for registered nurses 

since Congress adopted the health care amendments to the National Labor Relations Act in 1974. Then, nurses in 

downtown Boston were making less than $5.00 an hour at top of scale. Through the hard, dedicated and courageous work 

of rank and file nurses, with the support and guidance of MNA, collective bargaining gains over time have made nursing 

salaries far more commensurate with the responsibilities that bedside nurses bear than ever before in the history of the 

profession. But do not presume for a moment that these gains are guaranteed, as there are powerful forces at play 

seeking to undermine them. The hospital industry and its business and political allies are constantly looking for ways to 

minimize the numbers of registered nurses in the health care system, the role that they play in the care of patients, and 

the compensation they receive for their services.
Never before has there been a closer relationship between national events, particularly those in Washington, D.C., 

and MNA's ability to protect and expand the economic and other important interests of the nurses it represents. Decisions 

made in the executive branch of government regarding federal dollars available to the health care system, labor laws 

enacted by Congress, and new regulations from federal administrative agencies will have a direct and lasting impact on the 

terms and conditions of employment for nurses. To insure that this impact is not adverse, it is critically important that 

nursing speak with a united voice on all of these issues and that this voice broadly reflect the views of bedside nurses. 

National Nurses United will bring MNA's strength to this fight and will add the strength of over 130,000 more nurses to 

MNA's voice. Absent the unity of resources and purpose that only a national union can bring to these issues, our 

wonderful gains to date may demarcate the vulnerable apex of our historic efforts rather than the solid foundation upon 

which to build our future.
A national nurses' union can also directly impact the salaries and benefits of MNA members through well 

financed, focused organizing efforts within and without Massachusetts. Although MNA now represents over 95% of the 

unionized nurses in Massachusetts, there remain more bedside nurses in this state who are non-union than union. The 

greater resources available from a national union committed, as is National Nurses United, to organizational efforts will 

greatly help to bring unionization to large numbers of Massachusetts' nurses. Those efforts will bring upward pressure on 

salaries and benefits to previously non-unionized hospitals and make it more difficult for unionized hospitals to resist 

reasonable bargaining initiatives from our organized units. National organizing efforts, particularly in the increasingly 

prevalent hospital chains, will also make it less likely that a chain would enter the Massachusetts market with an ability to 

undercut and weaken salary standards within the health care industry. 

There is, of course, a cost of membership in a national union that is a fair concern to MNA members and should not be 

taken lightly. That cost, presently set at approximately $137 per year, is not so exorbitant, however, that it should answer 

the question of whether to join National Nurses United. Rather, the answer to that question should depend on a 

reasoned assessment of whether the benefits of membership are worth its cost. In this regard, $137 invested in a money 

market account would produce a return of around $3 or $4 per annum. If investing that same amount in a national 

nurses' union helps MNA (directly at the bargaining table or indirectly through impact on legislation) gain a one percent 

higher wage adjustment than it would have otherwise achieved, the return on investment would be $400 to $1,000 or 

more per nurse, per annum depending upon a particular nurse's placement on a typical MNA salary schedule. The same 

amount invested in a national nurses' union that helps to preserve jobs will return up to $100,000 per annum if the job 

that otherwise might be lost was yours. Likewise, that same amount invested in a national nurses' union that is able to 

lobby Congress to redefine supervisory status in a way that unquestionably excludes direct care nurses, regardless of 

title, would be, as they say, priceless. Even if the cost of participation increases a few dollars each year, I cannot think of 

any other investment a member could make that would yield anywhere near the dividends of enhanced representation 

at a national level.

The members of MNA are positioned to have, at a reasonable cost, the best of both worlds: membership in an 

autonomous state organization with a strong record of achievement locally and affiliation with a new national nurses' 

union that will work energetically at the national level on issues important to our local 

success. Importantly, if I am wrong, the terms of the tentative Affiliation Agreement 

negotiated by MNA with its national partners permit a seamless disaffiliation without 

penalty of any kind.

Past organizational divisions within nursing have made it harder to achieve key 

legislative goals like safe staffing ratios and limits on forced overtime that would 

improve working conditions and the quality of patient care. The National Nurses United 

will give RNs a stronger voice and a higher profile politically. This will be particularly 

helpful in tackling the most important issue we all face today, which is getting a single-

payer national health care system.

Almost 20 years ago under the Clinton administration, health insurance coverage for 

millions of Americans was high on the national agenda. Two decades after that failed 

attempt, once again the question of whether access to health care will become a 

right of all Americans is the center of a contemptuous national debate. At the same 

time, scores of Americans are unemployed adding to the numbers of uninsured and 

we face the potential of a pandemic. It is essential that nurses, the largest group of 

health care providers, are represented forcefully in Washington as the details of 

framing and passing health policy legislation are unfolding. I strongly urge all 

members of the Massachusetts Nurses Association to join with their union brothers 

and sisters to form a national organization whose mission is social justice for all 

Americans in both the workplace and accessing health care – we can not afford to be 

on the sidelines for a debate that may not emerge again in our lifetimes. 

Alan J. McDonald, MNA Counsel

Suzanne Gordon • Co-Editor, The Culture and Politics of Health Care Work Series

Judith Shindul-Rothschild, PhD, RNC, DPNAP

Associate Professor, Boston College, William F. Connell School of Nursing
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The move to create a national voice for nurses is long overdue. Nurses in 
Canada, the UK and most other advanced industrial countries have long 
recognized that health care professionals need unions, and nurses unions 
need to have a voice at the national level. While a majority of the day to 
day issues of nurses may be dealt with at the local level, many vital issues 
affecting nurses, including health care policy, professional practice and 
standards and working condition issues are discussed and indeed 
regulated and legislated at the national level. 

Health care in America is still viewed as a business, not a right. Nurses, the 
obvious voice for quality health care for all, are divided among dozens of 
organizations. And the division not only hurts nurses – denying them a 
powerful voice in the national debate on health care issues and policy – 
but it actually hurts everyone interested in quality health care for all.

It's not often in organizations that you get an opportunity to sieze an 
opportunity to both help yourself and help others at the same time. 
Taking this bold step in forming a national nurses union will not only 
strengthen nurses voices at the national level, but it will give greater 
strength to nurses at the local level. And it will definitely be a crucial step 
in establishing a national voice for health care as a right, not a business.

Elaine Barnard
Executive Director, Labor and Worklife Program at Harvard Law 
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